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Corporate Training
like to participate in more
such sessions. We also
thank IISSM for facilitating
us for this training session.”
The aim of this course is to
develop leadership qualities, build team spirit and
personality development,
primarily for the executives of the company of
any business. The training
and its duration can be
customised to suit the requirements of the business and to align with the
objectives of the corporate.
On 21st May, the IISSM conducted one day Seminar/Workshop on leadership and Motivation for
the sales team of ‘Joost’. It was very heartening
to see that all the participants found this course
extremely useful and a great learning opportunity.
Feedback we received from Mr Sajeet Topno,
Head HR, Joost, after the course is :
“The content and objective of this training session was predefined and very well executed and
have gained the maximum benefit. Participants thoroughly involved in the entire session
and provided the positive feedback.
Participants are well motivated and would also
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“IISSM has been
actively seeking
to meet the demands of training for the professionals since
its inception. It
hasfruitful
been intro“A
producing new
gramme,
courses, designwhich
touches
ing/restructuring
all
the basic
existing
courses
and customising
contents.
Well
courses for the
understood,
clients since last
due
to the
28 years.
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amples & case
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Summer in India
is generally
harsh more so in
the northern
parts of the
country, south

Dear Readers,
Greetings to you all!

India is no better

Summer in India is generally harsh more so in the northern parts of

except few

the country, south India is no better except few pockets. This year

pockets. This
year too, severity of the heat

too, severity of the heat has been ‘very harsh’. On the last day of
April, we experienced one of the highest temperatures recorded
(approximately 45 Degrees) in last 70 years. It has maintained its
record so far barring one odd day when rains brought some relief
and thus this May (month) also may be one of the hottest this year,

has been ‘very

courtesy global warming. Due to this global warming some of the

harsh’. On the

island countries like Maldives will submerge under waters and many

last day of April,

other countries with coastal lines will suffer major losses including
India. Also it has come to the light that due to this relentless pressure

we experienced

on the environment for mindless growth and impact of the climate

one of the high-

change has put a million of species on the verge of extinction. As
per the UN reports, this phenomena is also an unprecedented one

est temperatures

because of the pace at which this destruction is approaching

recorded

which is several hundred times greater than the average over the

(approximately

45 Degrees) in
last 70 years

last ten million years. It is said that at this rate we could hit 75% mark
within 200 years, which will be in any case fastest since last five major extinctions which began 445 million years ago, the last was 66
million years ago.
On 24 May, 2019, a major ‘fire broke out in Takshashila complex in
Surat and we lost precious 21 young lives. Just one day prior, on 23rd
one of the most prestigious business complex at Nehru place, Delhi
caught fire. Fortunately 30 people were evacuated by the Fire Services and reportedly there were no loss of life. There are gross violations of safety standards and these incidents are not freak ones and

thus we as a nation have to do a lot about making our business installations like hospitals, hotels, banks and shopping plazas, Malls
and all other public places safe by implementing the provisions of
National Building Codes ruthlessly. We, at the IISSM, have been trying to raise awareness amongst all through our training programs,
News Letters and “Safety Concern for the Day”, daily post on
What’sApp, the social media platform.
Lastly, the biggest democratic process of electing representatives
for our parliament has just been concluded on 23 May 2019 and
the people have given a clear verdict in favour of the BJP government. We feel proud that the electioneering process was very
peaceful except in two of the states. It is a mammoth task and for
which the Election Commission must be complemented. There
were many foreign officials visiting as observer and journalists covering Indian elections across length and breadth of the country and
some of them were here to learn ‘how to conduct free and fair
elections at such a large scale’. They must have been mighty impressed. Long Live : Our Democracy!
With Best Wishes,

Thanks and Best Regards,
Col (Dr.) MP Sen
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